Catch-up growth in a girl with prolonged autoimmune hypothyroidism complicated by precocious puberty after thyroid hormone replacement
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Decreased height velocity (HV), one of the clinical manifestations of hypothyroidism which is completely reversed by appropriate thyroid hormone replacement, is called catch-up growth. The objective of this report is to determine the longitudinal growth of a girl with prolonged hypothyroidism due to Hashimoto’s thyroiditis complicated by precocious puberty. A 9-year-and-6-month-old girl presented with vaginal bleeding, growth failure and the typical physical signs of hypothyroidism due to Hashimoto’s thyroiditis. She received Eltroxin replacement. The height has gained a total of 33 cm during 2 years and 6 months of treatment without additional treatment by GnRHa or any combination of GH and GnRHa. The recent age is 12 years, and her height is 145 cm which is within the target range. A patient with long-standing hypothyroidism, complicated with precocious puberty, has the potential to catch up with their height close to their genetic potential after thyroid hormone replacement alone.
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อัตราการเพิ่มความสูงลดลงเป็นอาการแสดงหนึ่งของภาวะพร่องไทรอยด์ ซึ่งสามารถแก้ไขได้ กลับมาปกติได้โดยการทดแทนด้วยฮอร์โมนไทรอยด์เรียกว่า catch-up growth รายงานผู้ป่วยมีวัตถุประสงค์เพื่อดำเนินการมีการเจริญเติบโตในระยะยาวของผู้ป่วยเด็กหญิง ซึ่งได้รับการวินิจฉัยเป็นโรคออโตอิมมูนไทรอยด์ไดติสและมีภาวะเข้าสู่วัยสาวเร็วต่อมลูกปี 6 เดือนมีเริ่มต้นทางของคอลส์เด็กชายวัยชาวยูมีอาการของภาวะพร่องไทรอยด์ เนื่องจากโรคออโตอิมมูนไทรอยด์ไดติสได้รับการรักษาด้วยยาเอลทรอกซิน ความสูงเพิ่มขึ้น 33 ซม. หลังการรักษา 2 ปี 6 เดือน โดยที่ไม่ได้รับการรักษาเพิ่มเติมด้วยฮอร์โมนเจริญเติบโต หรือ GnRH agonist ปัจจุบันอายุ 12 ปี ซึ่งอยู่ในช่วงของการเจริญเติบโตสามารถทางพันธุกรรม ผู้ป่วยที่มีภาวะพร่องไทรอยด์เป็นระยะเวลานาน และมีภาวะเข้าสู่วัยสาวเร็วต่อมลูกปีมีเสี่ยงที่จะในภาวะเจริญเติบโตเป็นความสูงเป็นระยะทางพันธุกรรม ได้รับการทดแทนด้วยฮอร์โมนไทรอยด์เพียงอย่างเดียวในชนิดและเวลาที่เหมาะสม

คำสำคัญ: ภาวะเข้าสู่วัยสาวเร็ว,ภาวะพร่องไทรอยด์, ออโตอิมมูนไทรอยด์ไดติส.
Prolonged primary hypothyroidism causes a distinct form of isosexual precocity,\(^{(1,2)}\) characterized by breast development, uterine bleeding, and multicystic ovaries in girls,\(^{(3,4)}\) and these can be completely reversed by thyroxine replacement alone. The pathogenesis of precocious puberty in this condition is unclear. In this regard, at least two hypotheses have been postulated. The similarity of the biochemical structure of FSH and TSH, TSH therefore acts through the FSH receptors and stimulates ovaries to produce estradiol. This mechanism is well-known and has been classified as Gonadotropin-induced precocious puberty. The other possibility, low thyroid hormone level in primary hypothyroidism due to a negative feedback response to the hypothalamus then secretes TRH which can also stimulate the gonadotroph to produce gonadotropin. The pathogenesis is similar to that of Gonadotropin-dependent precocious puberty.\(^{(5,6)}\)

Thyroid hormone is an important hormone for normal linear growth. Decreased height velocity (HV) is therefore a clinical manifestation of hypothyroidism which is completely reversed after appropriate thyroid hormone replacement. Catch-up growth is defined as increased linear growth rate greater than that for the age after a period of growth inhibition,\(^{(7)}\) i.e., illness or starvation.\(^{(8)}\) Markedly increased of HV in patients with hypothyroidism after thyroid hormone replacement is a good model for catch-up growth. Chen QW et al reported complete catch-up growth in a 17-year-old man who was lately diagnosed congenital hypothyroidism and only treated with thyroid hormone. His height was increased from 114 cm to 152 cm after that treatment.\(^{(9)}\) However, height gain depends on the duration of hypothyroidism, height deficit at the diagnosis, etiological difference and the potential for catch-up growth.\(^{(10)}\) The age of thyroid hormone replacement is also important for height gain. If the treatment starts before the pubertal period, the height gain is greater. However, the capacity for height gain in patient with juvenile hypothyroidism being treated with thyroid hormone at the peripubertal or pubertal age is maximized with a combination of GH and GnRHa\(^{(11)}\) or GnRHa replacement alone.\(^{(11-15)}\)

We reported a case of 9-year-old girl presenting with vaginal bleeding, growth failure and other typical physical signs of hypothyroidism due to Hashimoto’s thyroiditis. This report demonstrates the catch-up growth of a girl with a long-term period of hypothyroidism complicated by precocious puberty, thirty-three cm of height gain over three years of treatment without GnRHa or any combination of GH and GnRHa. Recently, she was 12 years old and 145 cm tall which is within the genetic target potential.

Case (Fig. 1a)

A 9-year-and-6-month old girl presented with bleeding from the vagina for one week without any history of traumatic injury. Breast buds were not recognized and were hidden by the obesity. She was shorter than her peers of the same age, and her height velocity had deviated from the usual percentile shown in the growth curve (Fig. 2), while her weight had increased since the age of four. Goiter was also retrospectively observed at that time. The developmental milestone had been normal for her age, but her school performance had been poorer than usual since the time the goiter had developed. Cold intolerance, calm behavior and inactivity were also observed.
The physical examination revealed a chubby and pale looking coarse face with generalized dryness of the skin. Her height was 112 cm (<P3) and her weight was 32 kg (P 50 - 75) (Fig. 2). Vital signs showed a blood pressure of 90/65 mmHg and pulse rate of 75 /min with regular pattern. The thyroid gland was diffusely enlarged. The breasts had developed to Tanner stage III without galactorrhea (Fig.1). Fundoscopy showed no papilledema, and the confrontation test of visual field was normal.

The thyroid function test revealed FT4 of 0.04 ng/dL and TSH > 100 μU/mL. The antithyroglobulin antibody and antithyroid peroxidase antibody were 1:2,560 and 1:6,400, respectively. The FSH level was 4.4 IU/L, LH 0.1 IU/L, estradiol 81.3 pmol/L and prolactin 23.6 ng/mL. The biochemical finding revealed cholesterol of 399, triglyceride 213, HDL 45, LDL 342 mg/mL, SGOT 69, SGPT 77, and alkaline phosphatase 105 U/L. The bone age was 4 years and 2 months old according to the Greulich and Pyle method. Hip AP view showed an irregular surface of metaphysis with an erosion of the greater trochanter (Fig. 3a). Pelvic ultrasound found a large ovarian cyst of 69 × 65 × 67 mm³ in size at the Rt and 62 × 70 × 62 mm³ in size at the Lt (Fig. 3b). The chest X-ray revealed a normal heart size and EKG found no mosque sign. The lateral view of the skull X-ray showed a widening of the sella turcica without erosion (Fig. 3c). A CT brain scan revealed a pituitary enlargement (Fig. 3d). Hashimoto’s thyroiditis was diagnosed with secondary pituitary gland enlargement and ovarian cysts. Eltroxin was prescribed, starting with a low dose and titrated upwards while keeping up to the normal range. She had an onset and a regular cycle of menstruation at the age of 10 years and 10 months old. The Tanner degree of breast development was at stage IV and the bone age was 11 years by the Gleulich and Pyle method. At a recent visit, her height was 145 cm and the bone age was 15 years old. Her target height is 143 -158 cm.

Figure 1. The appearance of the patient at diagnosis of Hashimoto’s thyroiditis (a) and 3 months of thyroid hormone replacement (b).
Figure 2. Longitudinal growth curve of the patient after thyroid hormone replacement.

Figure 3. The secondary changes due to long-term untreated primary hypothyroidism revealed an irregularity of metaphysis (a), ovarian cysts (b), a widening of Sella turcica (c) and pituitary enlargement (d).
Discussion

We report a patient with Hashimoto’s thyroiditis who had grown well since birth, and whose developmental milestones were appropriate for her age until goiter developed with the signs and symptoms of hypothyroidism including inactivity, constipation, poor school performance, increased weight and height deviation, at the age of four. Unfortunately, she had not received any appropriate treatment for the condition until vaginal bleeding developed at 9 years and 6 months of age. The secondary changes from the long-term negative feedback mechanism to the pituitary gland and hypothalamus showed as the pituitary gland enlarged and the sella turcica widened.¹⁶

Hashimoto’s thyroiditis was diagnosed according to markedly antithyroglobulin and antithyroid peroxidase antibody elevation. Thyroxine replacement had been started on a low dose and an adjusted dose, to keep the thyroid function test normal. The sequence of the clinical response was similar to that of a previous report.¹⁷ After replacement, the vaginal bleeding disappeared within 3 days and the clinical hypothyroidism including cold intolerance and inactivity improved within one month. The thyroid function test turned normal within two months. Height and weight changed to their usual percentile, and her shape became normal as shown in Fig. 2 and 1b. Magnetic resonance imaging showed a pituitary gland of normal size within 6 months.¹⁸⁻²¹ The ovarian cysts completely disappeared within a few months and did not need any surgery.²²⁻²⁶ Breast tissue was unable to regress completely as in the report due to the more advanced stage of the breast Tanner and her relative obesity.²⁵ (Fig. 1b).

Catch-up growth in hypothyroidism depends on the duration of the hypothyroidism, the height deficit at diagnosis, etiological difference, and the potential for catch-up growth ¹⁰ as well as the age at the onset of treatment. ⁷ Raul M et al. studied the mechanism of catch-up growth by looking at the growth plate changes in rats at 8 weeks of treatment with Propylthiouracil (PTU) to induce hypothyroidism and after discontinuation of PTU. They concluded that hypothyroidism conserved the limited proliferative capacity of the growth plate chondrocytes called growth plate senescence and the chondrocytes would be growing compensation after a period of growth inhibition.⁷ Our case was complicated by precocious puberty that is well-known to compromise with the final height. Some authors suggested that the administration of GnRHα or combined GH and GnRHα in patients who have hypothyroidism with signs of puberty will improve final height.¹¹⁻¹⁵ However, GnRHα is not able to correct all the pathophysiological process of precocious puberty caused by hypothyroidism and it is costly and inconvenient. The height gain in our patient was 12 cm in the 1st year, 15 cm in the 2nd year and 6 cm in the 3rd year. The twelve cm gained over the 1st year of treatment was by the effect of thyroid hormone; the 15 cm gained in the 2nd year by the effect of thyroid and sex hormone; and the remaining 6 cm gained in the 3rd year by the late pubertal growth, after the onset of menstruation. The patient had a total of 33 cm of height gain without any additional treatment with GnRHα or a combination of GH and GnRHα. In conclusion, patients with long-standing hypothyroidism complicated by precocious puberty have the potential to catch up their height close to their genetic potential after thyroid hormone replacement alone without any additional treatment.
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